Merten: Duality, maquette

Thirty minutes' drive from Armidale is a property Carl Merten and Joan Relke
refer to as their TransportMuseum. They are surrounded by more than the
average rural establishment's complement of cars and trucks. Carl's studio is a
decommissioned Sydney red rattler railway carriage, stripped to provide spaces
for oxywelding, workbenches for wax-moulding and maquettes (scale models)and a library . The couple's headquarters is a red doubledecker bus equipped with
all modern conveniences run from stored electricity.
Joan's study is a caravan, her studio an A-frame near the bus. A shade house
makes a brilliant indoor-outdoor eating and reading area, near the site where two
further railway carriages will provide more studio space and living quarters.
'Don't name the shire we live in', says Carl, thinking of the liberties they've taken
with building regulations. They've installed a landscaped dam and a double
garage, the latter containing refrigerators stocked with wax casts of small
sculptures.
In the garage doorway is the plaster original of Joan's Enclosing Form No. 1, a
two-metres tall bronze sculpture which stands in the 321 Kent Street Plaza in
Sydney. Small bronzes, maquettes and other works in progress are met about the
place. The establishment, situated high on a gently undulating plateau of the New
England highlands, ringed with hills and mountains, contains imposing trees and
large rock formations which provide a plethora of inspiring organic forms.
Joan Relke met Carl in Vancouver, two years after his arrival in late 1979, when
they both attended stone carving and bronze casting workshops with the
internationally respected sculptor David Marshall. Carl had been appointed to
inject new life into a moribund training programme for apprentice silversmiths and
jewellers, and his activities attracted interest from the region's active art
community . Discovering Canadians, like Australians, manifested a curious myopia
toward the rich cultural resources of their native peoples, Carl encouraged the
enthusiasm of Haida, Tlingit and Kwakiutl trainees in his silversmithing course for
their unique interpretations of traditional designs.
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Despite your style, when carving stone
A I/aw can sometimes show;
Then from the rubble comes a groan,
'Why did I .strike that blow?'
In answer, through the dusty air
Is heard a voice of cheer;
A good and simple truth to share,
'It's not brain surgery'.
Carl Merten

From their first meeting, Carl and Joan developed a creative professional
relationship. Joan, aware of the skills and potential of silversmithing techniques for
sculpture, studied with Carl, who soon discovered her ability to organise and
prepare educational materials required to cope with demand for his workshops
and design courses in other provinces. Joan's invaluable knowledge of the
Canadian art scene stemmed from her position as a researcher with the
Saskatchewan Government Art Education Assessment Program. The couple began
to collaborate in developing workshops on all aspects of silverware production.
Thinking to exercise their considerable talents in Australia, Joan applied to
emigrate, and the couple arrived here, losing St. Valentine's Day across the
International Dateline, in 1984. They spent much of the next two years seeking
work in the art schools and universities, before turning to the challenge of the
Bicentennial and a commission funded by Sara Lee Pty. Ltd., who knew a bargain
when they saw one. The commission resulted in a group of four figures, the largest
bronze sculpture completed by two sculptors from clay to installation in Australia.
The Bicentennial figures of four notable Australians stand and sit, larger than life
size, at the top of the Rumbalara Reserve above Gosford in New South Wales.
Contrary to the convention of portraying heroic figures in formal attire and poses,
the characters are depicted in everyday costume, in the midst of ordinary
activities. Charles Sturt is portrayed in boots and open shirt, naming his marsupial.
Matthew Flinders is barefoot in the boat Tom Thumb, holding a telescope and
scanning the coastline. Edward Eyre, exhausted and in torn clothes, consults a
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compass. Charles Kingsford Smith is
depicted in flying dress, checking the
sky for weather conditions.
The sculptures are placed at ground
level, where visitors can touch them
and even sit on them, to appreciate the
texture and detail of the work. Joan
sculpted the figure of Matthews
Flinders, her largest work in Australia;
Carl was solely responsible for Eyre
and Kingsford Smith. For Carl, the
series represents something of a
thanksgiving: on his return from the
United States and Canada, he says, 'I
felt I wanted to give something back for
what Australia has given me'. His
travels in North America provoked
reflections on his career and on the
rare opportunity he had to learn his
craft under an order which no longer
exists.
Since the Bicentennial commission,
Joan and Carl have worked together
and independently on figurative and
non-figurative works for a host of
private and public commissions.

Carl's background established him as
a virtuoso craftsman. He studied
sculpture and drawing at the East
Sydney College of Art in the late
nineteen fifties, during an
apprenticeship in steel engraving and
medallion die making. His indentures
were extended so he could study
enamelling and silversmithing. Carl
was the last indentured apprentice in
New South Wales to the craft.

producing scientific equipment for use
in laser, vacuum, and musical
instrument technology, and for solar
energy and water sampling devices.
He returned to silversmithing in Sydney,
before leaving for Canada-and
an
epic of motoring through the United
States, where he discovered varieties
of equipment that he could apply to the
crafts of jewellery, silversmithing and
sculpture.

In the years that followed, he studied
new trade technology, in a succession
of jobs before setting up as a gold and
silversmith, jewellery designer and
medallion maker. His commitment to
sculpture came during training with
Lyndon Dadswell, and his trade
experience provided a virtuosic range
of techniques rare among
contemporary sculptors.

Carl's range of abilities includes
musicianship. While he worked for the
University of New England, he played
the French horn in ensembles including
other outstanding musicians in the
Physics Department. The appeal of the
surrounding countryside, as well as
availability of living space, land,
foundry facilities and access to capital
cities when required, brought Carl and
Joan back to the district. They have a
half-share in a foundry at Uralla, and
aim to expand production through
training assistants in their crafts.

He first came to New England for a
brief period in 1969 and on his return
in 1972, he worked for six years in the
Physics Department of the University of
New England, designing and

Through the setting-up period for the
extended studio and workshop facilities
they envisage, Carl and Joan have
been executing large and small
sculptures for private and public
spaces, as well as designing further
works and running workshops.
Joan Relke has proceeded from a stage
where making art was 'an important
part' in her life, to the stage where art
is a full-time commitment. In Canada
much of her energy was channelled
into acquiring a BA in Literature and
Visual Arts, part-time jobs, the study of
Jungian psychology, meditation and
the ancient Chinese book of changes, /
Ching. A large rock near her studio
provides an ideal meditation platform:
arrassed by tall eucalypts and other
rock formations, the rock perch gives
an alternative view onto the
establishment and objects usually seen
from ground level. Yoga, Tai Chi and
jogging about the property complement
her meditation and, for an outsider,
confirm the physical as well as mental
demands exerted on sculptors in the
course of their work.

Joan Relke
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Curvilinear forms, female imagery and
shapes and symbols inherent in seeds
and eggs distinguish Joan's work-as
in her Enclosing Form bronzes. A
bronze Marble, a cast concrete Lotus
Icon in the garden, bronze figures
depicting King Wen's arrangement of
the 8 / Ching trigrams, and figures of
Eve, Gaia, The LastSound and a
contemplative Speaking Silence reflect
Joan's explorations. Her Fertility
Goddess figures emphasise will and
intention rather than passive submission
exemplified in the sexual imagery of
traditional works.
Collaboration with Carl Merten has led
to important discoveries: unhappy with
aspects of 'rigorous discipline'
attending the creation of the Matthew
Flinders figure, she found the activity
nonetheless unfolded a freer play of
figurative elements when she resumed
work on her 'egg' forms. 'Bread and
butter' works, like the form of an angel
designed for a memorial, incorporate
adaptations of forms such as the wings
of a bird observed close at hand. The
property abounds in native bird lifeand in kangaroos which make
occasional incursions into the cultivated
shaded garden.
Carl Merten is also engaged in
adapting such familiar features of form.
His jewellery and sculpture employs
designs found in nature, rarefied to
geometric variations. His interest in
sounds produced by wind and
touching forms, reflected in auditory
and visual sculpture is of a piece with
his experience as an organist and
French horn player. A crowded list of
exhibitions attests to his
experimentation with electronic and
laser technology, his employment of
wood, glass, plastics, leather, paper,
and ceramics as well as stone,
concrete, silver, and bronze attests to
ceaseless inquiry into the properties,
processes and forms of everyday
materials and environments. His current
interests include the use of magnetic
fields, and 'composed soundscapes',
the latter for undertakings with music
schools.

Carl also seeks to introduce more local
design into areas which employ
imported sculptural artifacts-like the
'death business', which promotes
American and other designs purely on
the grounds of availability. To this end,
one of his activities is the design and
manufacture of bronze and other
memorial figures and panels featuring
Australian motifs. Memorial plaques
and cemetery monuments currently
draw their design elements from
imported American and European
products-denying
Australia's
emerging multiculture. Carl's alternative
designs, some as Australian as an
Aeroplane Jelly advertisement, others
recognising our debt to the customs
and traditions of our ethnic heritage,
reflect his wide range of interests.
Carl's attitude to his art is reflected in
his patient attention to detail, and in his
awareness of things which may go
wrong. His poem 'It's not brain
surgery' is prefaced by the following:
'A contemporary actor, when asked if
he was serious about his work, replied,
'It's not brain surgery, so let's have
fun'.' However, the accidents which
occur in the making of sculpture can be
heart-stopping. On a cold morning, the
wax of Sturt crashed over in the studio,
shattering into brittle pieces. Two
months were spent repairing the
sculpture, before it could be encased in
its zircon and silica moulds, so that the
de-waxing and bronze-pouring could
take place. During the bronze pouring,
involving the filling of 45 castings, a
mould burst, emptying its molten metal
contents across the floor. Carl
observed, 'Foundry work is a black
art', to which Joan agreed, 'This is not
a job for the faint-hearted'.
Sydneysiders can see Joan Relke's and
Carl Merten's larger works in Kent
Street. At 309 Kent Street, Duality, a
four metres high stainless steel
construction consisting of two
interacting forms rests in the plaza.
Joan's Enclosing Form No. 7 is located
at 321 Kent Street. The installations
have involved sophisticated skills at
every stage. The creative stage has
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been followed by visits to the site,
manufacture of maquettes of the
sculpture from drawings, establishment
and assembly of the material, and
installation to comply with aspects of
public safety.
The smaller works of these two artists
are distinctive for their imagination and
execution. While they are capable of
producing monumental works which
command overseas admiration, scant
commissions for works on this scale
determine the investment of energies
into more generally affordable
productions. They evidence as much
skill in smaller sculptures and jewellery
as in their public works, maintaining
the integrity of craftsmanship based on
mastery of every step in the process
from basic design to completed article.
Their commitment to this oftendenigrated traditional view of the allround artist distinguishes them from
numerous school-trained 'artworkers',
and from technicians whose knowledge
does not embrace every aspect of
practice. Their continued
experimentation, no less than their joint
achievements, makes them a uniquely
virtuosic couple.
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